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Text

People have always polluted their surroundings. But until now pollution was not such a 
serious problem. In past most people lived in uncrowded rural areas and didn’t have 

pollution-causing machines. But with the development of crowded industrial cities the 
problem of pollution has become more important. Using automobiles and other 
machines made pollution steadily worse. Since the 1950’s people have become 

alarmed with the danger of environmental pollution. 



Air, water, and soil are necessary for existence of all living things. But polluted air 
can cause illness, and even death. Polluted water kills fish and other marine life. On 
polluted soil, food products can’t be grown. In addition environmental pollution 
spoils the natural beauty of our planet. 



Pollution is a very complicated and a serious problem. Automobiles are polluting the 
air but they provide fast transportation for the people. Plants and factories pollute 
the air and the water but they provide jobs for people and produce necessary goods. 
Fertilizers and pesticides are important for growing crops but they pollute soil. 



Thus, people would have to stop using many useful things if they wanted to end 
pollution immediately. Most people don’t agree to do that. But pollution can be 
reduced gradually. Scientists and engineers can find the ways to reduce pollution 
from automobiles and factories. Government can pass the laws that would make 
enterprises take measures for reducing of pollution. Individuals and groups of 
people can work together to persuade enterprises to stop polluting environment.



Exercises

Choose the correct form of the verb:

1) People have/has always polluted their surroundings.
2) The problem of pollution has became/become more important.
3) People will/would have to stop using/use many useful things if they 

wanted to end pollution immediately. Most people don’t/doesn’t agree to 
do that.

4) Automobiles are polluting/polluted the air but they provide fast 
transportation for the people.

5) Scientists and engineers can/could find the ways to reduce pollution from 
automobiles and factories.

6) Government can pass the laws that would/will make enterprises take 
measures for reducing of pollution.

7)  Using/use automobiles and other machines make/made pollution steadily 
worse.

8)  Individuals and groups of people can work together to 
persuade/persuading enterprises to stop polluting environment.



Choose a synonym:

1) “Immediately”:
a) right now
b) at one time
c) ever
d) beyond

2) “Gradually”:
a) speedily
b) suddenly
c) slowly
d) sharply

3) “Spoils”:
e) keep up
f) destroy
g) Contribute
h) damage

4) “Enterprises”:
a) factory
b) association
c) company
d) squad

5) “Law”:
e) errand
f) act
g) Task
h) order



Connect phrases:

1) Pollution is
2) Using automobiles and 

other machines
3) Polluted water
4) Fertilizers and 

pesticides
5) People would have
6) Individuals and groups 

of people 
7) Since the 1950’s 

people
8) Air, water, and soil

a) are necessary for existence of 
all living things.

b) kills fish and other marine life.
c) have become alarmed with the 

danger of environmental 
pollution.

d) a very complicated and a 
serious problem.

e) made pollution steadily worse.
f) can work together to persuade 

enterprises to stop polluting 
environment.

g) are important for growing crops 
but they pollute soil.

h) to stop using many useful 
things if they wanted to end 
pollution immediately.




